Reset Petri nets extend Petri nets by allowing transitions to empty places, in addition with the usual adding of removing of constants. A Reset Petri net is normalized if the ow function over the Petri arcs (labeled with integers) and the initial state are valuated into f0; 1g. In this paper, we give an e cient method to turn a general Reset Petri net into a -bisimilar normalized Reset Petri net. Our normalization preserves the main usually studied properties : Boundedness, Reachability, t-Liveness and Language (through a -labeling function). The main contribution is the improvement of the complexity : our algorithm takes a time in O(size(N) 2 ), for a Reset Petri net N, while other known normalizations require an exponential space and are presented for Petri nets only.
Introduction
Petri nets constitute one of the most powerful models among the analyzable models of parallel systems Pet81, EN94] . General Petri nets allow transitions to remove from places, or to add to places, non negative integer constant numbers of tokens. Reset Petri nets AK77, DFS98] are more powerful than Petri nets. They allow a transition either to remove/add constant numbers of tokens (this is performed with Petri arcs), or to empty some of the places (this is performed with Reset arcs). Normalized Reset Petri nets allow to remove/add at most one token by the Petri arcs. Normalizations found in the literature are presented for Petri nets only and are not e cient. In fact, for a valuation v, (v) items are created and this is exponential on the size, log v, of v. The following list is not exhaustive and refer to Petri nets only. All of these normalizations preserve boundedness, reachability and language (most of the time through a -labeling function). Let V (p) be the maximum among the initial value of the place p and the constants to be added to p or removed from p. In the normalization in Pet81], each place p is transformed into a ring of V (p) places and each valuation v of a transition is transformed into v arcs 1-valuated. Tokens are free to move all around the ring. In nc94], KM82] and Sch85] , the main idea is to create v levels of places and transitions for a valuation v. Levels are activated sequentially in order to achieve the adding/removing of the v tokens. In Sif79], a queue of V (p) tokens is managed for each place p. When v tokens are required, they are dequeued in parallel (one arc by token). In KM82] the idea is to divide valuations over of the arcs and the initial marking by 2, until normalization. However, at each step, arcs have to be duplicated because cases \even" and \odd" appear. In Pel92], the normalization preserves the language of the original Petri net without -transitions. Each place p is replaced with a set of V (p) places. Valuation v is managed through all the possibilities to touch v over V (p). The motivation of our study is to give an e cient normalization (polynomial in time) that will be extendable to Reset Petri nets. The main idea is simple and, surprisingly, has not been exploited before. We use the binary encoding of a valuation v, instead of v itself. We then manipulate a linear number of items. In the previous approaches, rability is managed in a \hard-ware" fashion with an exponential number of transitions and places. Here, the power of calculus of the net is used to compute the rability of a transition. This leads to a normalization which has a time complexity in O(size(N) 2 ). A general net and its associated normalized net are -bisimilar and thus language is preserved through a -labeling function; boundedness, reachability and t-liveness are also preserved. Remark 1 normalized nets may be unbounded and they should not be mistaken for 1-safe nets, for which any reachable marking is in f0; 1g jPj .
Let De nition 2 Let p = ft j F(p; t) 6 = 0g and p = ft j F(t; p) 6 = 0g. Let p 2 P, V (p) = maxf m 0 (p); max t2T;F(p;t)2IN F(p; t); max t2T F(t; p) g and V = max p2P V (p).
Size of N. We encode N with two integer matrices jPj jTj(one for F(p; t) 2 IN and the other for F(t; p)), one matrix jPj jTj of booleans (for the Reset arcs) and one vector in IN jPj (for the initial marking). Any valuations inside the two integer matrices and the integer vector are upper-bounded by V and coded over (log V ) bits. The size jNj of a Reset Petri net N belongs to (2jPj:jTj:logV + jPj:jTj+ jPj: logV ) = (jPj:jTj: logV ).
-bisimilarity and fusion : we use the -bisimilarity GW89] notion to compare N and its associated normalized net, and to show that the two nets have a very similar behavior.
De nition 3 -A labeled Reset Petri net (N; ; l) is a triplet such that N is a Reset Petri net, is a nite alphabet and l : T ! is a labeling function. N 2 ); it may be easily extended to a set a couples of transitions and to labeled nets. For each transition t in input of a place p 2 P such that F(p j ; t) 2 IN, we evaluate B = B K(pj) (F(t; p j )). New arcs < p i j ; t > valuated with 1 are added in N 0 if and only if B(i) = 1 (0 i K(p j ) ? 1). For instance F(t 2 ; p 3 ) is turned into 2 arcs in N 0 , i.e. < t 2 ; p 2 3 > and < t 2 ; p 1 3 >, since B K(p3) (F(t 2 ; p 3 )) = B 3 (6) = (1; 1; 0).
For each transition t output of p j in N, we evaluate B = B K(pj) (F(p j ; t) 3.2 From 2-valuations to normalization and complexity Figure 3 gives an informal presentation of the nal step which leads to the normalization preserving the properties given above. The complexity of the normalization is computed as follows : let 
